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10.2. Mechanisms of Action of
i'
i}

Em F s on Neu r oh.um or a 1 Reg u 1~ti on

I
I

As already mentioned, the experimental data indicate that
the reason for th.e disturbance of the regulation of physiological
functions in animals by EniFs is the direct action of EmFs on various divisions of the· 11ervous system. A comparison of the observed effects suggests that the enhancement of the excitability of
the central nervous system is of a reflex nature due to the direct
action of EmFs on the peripheral divisions,·while the inhibiting reactions are usually associated with direct action on the structures
of the brain and spinal co~d. · There are grounds for postulating
that the C!erebral c<>rtex and interbrain structures, particularly the
hypothalamus, are most sensitive to EmFs. It is obvious that the
effect of EmFs C>n the nervous system ·1~ due either to stimulation
of the nerve cells or to a change in the parameters of their func-:tional state.:... excitability, amplitude of biopotentials, speed of con,..
ductio.n of excitation, and so on.
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What physlco~hemical processes undedie such effects of
EmFs on nerve cells? There is still not enough theoretical and
experimetal information to answer this question. We still actually
kriow very little about .the physicochemical nature of nervous exci-.
tation itself, although .there is. a vast amount of experimental data
on the physicochemical processes .asociated with it. Yet some .
ideas regarding the possible physicochemical mechanisms of ac:..
. tion of EmFs on nerve ceils can be derived from a consideration
.of the main features of this ~ctiori and modern ideas on the processes occurring .when a nerve. is electrically stimulated •. In view
of the experimentally established broad,-band (as regards frequency)
sensitivity of nerve cells to EmFs the following mechanism.a are
probable (Presman, 1962a, 1963e):
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1. EmFs can be detected in the membrane of the nerve cell
(Cole, 1950) and, hence, at different frequencies there will be a direct component of rectified current which will lead to stimulaUon
of the .cells or a change in their excitability.

. 2. EmFs can affect the mobility of ions, which are implicated
in the process of nerve excitation .. Vibrations of ions at the fre-
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3. Accord ing to curren t ideas (Samoilov, 1957), the therma l
and, in parti.cu lar, transla tional motion of water molecu les is more
difficul t -in the presenc e of sodium ions than in pure water (positive
hydrati on), wherea s in the presen ce of potassi um ions water molecules are more mobile than in pure water (negative hydrati on).
The transla tional motion of the ions themse lves is due to transfe r
of the water molecu les closest to them.* in view of this, we can
postulate. that the actiori of EmFs (of sufficie ntly high frequen cies)
on the water molecu les surroun ding sodium and potassi um ions will
be· differe nt and, hence, the change in the mobilit y of these ions will
· .. be differen t.· This in turrt can lead to a change in the potassi um sodiQ.m gradien t betweeri the cell and the extrace llular medium and,
hence, to excitati on or a change in the excitab ility of the nerve cell.
.
.
4. The effect of EmFs on the permea bility of the ner~e cell
nierribrane ()0\11.d also be attribut ed to induced vibratio ns of tlie water molecu les hydrati ng the protein molecu les in the surface layer
of the membr ane. This would lead either to excitati on of the nerve
cell or to a change in its excitab ility.

5, EmFs may also affect the so-call ed spontan eous activity
of recepto rs; the nature. of this effect is still obscur e, but it is obviously associa ted with therma.i disturb ~nces of i~nic proces ses in
the membr ane. Vibrati ons of the ions at the frequen cy of the acting
· field may introdu ce some "order' ' .into these chaotic proces ses and,
hence, alter the riatur~ and the intensit y of spontan eous activity .
. _6. The cumula tive effects of EmFs on the neuroh umoral syscan probapl y be attribut ed :to the ability of various elemen ts of
this ·systerii (as of other biologi cal system s) to store informa tion
or noise.
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The mechan isms of action of EmFs on the regulat ion of phy. siologi cal proces ses in the entire organisi:n inay be approac hed
from other standpo ints on the assump tion tqat EmFs affect the internal electro magnet ic regulat ion, which acts in differe nt frequency
· • This may be a fruitful concept for elucidati on of the mechanis m of
the different per•
meability of the nerve fiber· membran e for potassium and sodium.
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It was recently sh~wn that --"{titeraction of homologous portions of chromosomes might be due to the electric field produced
by fluct~ations in electric charge density (Zyryanov, 1961). Yet,
as already mentioned, it has been sh9wn experimentally and theoretically that interactions can take place between macromolecules
due to radio~frequency EmFs as a result of dipole-dipole transitions due to fluctuations·of the charge distribution 1n the molecules
(Vogelhut, 1960). If dipoie-dipole transitions of this kind occur
also iil DNA molecules, a resonance effect of .EmFs of particular
frequencies on these molecules, as well as disturbances of the interactions ·between such molecules (or between them and RNA molecules) due to EmFs, could be expected.

The mechani_sms of the mutagenic effect of a magnetic field
might be approached from the standpoint of the theoretically possible (Dorfman, 1962) orientation of DNA :molecules in the field.
Since a magnetic field penetrates the animal's entire body, then
this field can directly affect the mac~omolecular processes 'in the.
entire organism. This could also be the cause of the impairment
of reproducUve processes and inhibition of the growth of animals
in a_magnetic field.
Direct action on.molecular processes could also be responsible for the effects of SHF fields on the development'of the chick
. embryo and o~ the cardiac activity of this embryo. Finally, the effect of the magnetic field on plant developrrient is also probably due
to the orienting action on macromolecules.
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. The greatest amount of infor:tnation for elucidation of tnecha. nisms of direct action of Eri1Fs on macromolecules can, of course,
be obtained from an analysis of the in vitro effects of EmFs at the
cellular and molecular levels.
p:

10.4;\Mechanisms of Action of EmFs on
Unicellular Organisms and Cell Cultures
As already pointed out, the effects of EmFs on unicellular
organisms are of two types. On one hand, there atethe orientational
and motor re3:ctions of unicellular organisms, which can be ascribed
to the action: of EmFs on peripheral excitable structures; on the
o.ther hand, there are the reactions which appear to be due to the
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effect of EmFs on intracellular _control processes. At present·
. there is experimental evidence only for ·discussion of the "peripheral" action or'EmFs.
·
·
·. The possibility of detection of an -EmF in the cell wail of paramecium has been confirmed (Presman, 1963e; Zubkova, 1967a)
in comparative experiments in which these infusoria were stiniu-.
lated by pulses of alternating current, ~ectified (single half"--cycle)
alternating current, a_nd series of de pulses of the. same frequency ·
and off-duty factor. The amplitude of the thresp.old voltage for the_.
motor reaction was the same for all-these kinds of treafanent.
.
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An attempt was made (Zubkova, 1967a, 1~67b) to explain the
mechanism of action of Em;Fs on the .excitable structure of paramecia ·by the enzyme theory ·of nerve ex~itation. According to this
theory, excitation is initiated by the reaction of acetylcholine With· ·
a receptor protein; this enhances the perm~ability of the meiri,brane and i•t~iggers" processes which lead to. rapid migration of
sodium and potassium ions. · The .acetyich~line-r~ceptor- complex·
is in dynamic equilibrium with the free components of this complex
and free acetylcholine is ·rapidly inactivated by the enzyme cholinesterase. The application of thls theory to paramecia :-1.s quite ·jus.tified since it has been known for a long time that the pellicle (outer .
membrane) ~ontatns an ac.etylcholine ~ cholinesterase system and
it has been shown·that this system is implicated _in the excitation·
proc_ess.
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Zubkova measured the threshold; voltage of the alternating
current at whi<::h the motor reaction (electric shock reaction) oc.:.:
curred in paramecia in the.following conditions:· a) In a :medi_um·
containing proserine. which blocks the action of cholinesterase and
reduces the excitability of paramecia, or cysteine, which acts on
protein sulfhydryl groups and also reduces the excitability;. b) in
media containing these substance and. exposed to a SHF field,
which increases excitability, c) in an ordinary medium exposed to
a SHF field. The graphs in Fig. 70 show that a SHF field counter~ .
acted the effect of both proserine and cysteine. In the first case
this was possibly due to restoration of the upset dynamic equilibrium between free acetylcholine and cholinesterase, and in. the ·second .case it could have been due to inhibition of oxidation of sulfhydryl groups. Thus, SHF fields apparently act on both Hnks of the
excitation-initiating reaction.
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In the discussion of the action of EmFs on cell cultures we
encountered a frequency dependence. This can be attributed to the
direct action of EmFs on subcellular structures or on macromolecules, which react to resonant frequencies.
A hypothesis to explain the inhibition of cell growth by a magnetic field was recently put forward (Liboff, 1965). It'was suggested
that the active transport of metabolites (in ionic form) may be effected by the electrostatic field of the uniformly charged cell nucleus or cytoplasm. In a magnetic field the ion diffusion coeffi. cient is reduced. If the cell is assumed to be cylindrical and the
electric field is produced by cytoplasmic charges, then a magnetic·
field parallel to the cell axis will reduce the veiocity of migration
of ions. A detectable effect can be. expected at field strength of
the order of 10 5 Qe. .

a

10.5, Mechanism s of Action of EmFs
at the Molecular· L'evel
We ·have already expressed some theoretical views on the
possible mec.hanisms of action of EmFs at the molecular level, ·.
Experimental investigations in vitro have showri mainly resonance
effects and these in a very wide frequency range - from low to ·
superhigh. Yet in recent years more and more new mechanisms
. of resonance absorption. of ErriFs in biological med(a have been dis.;.
covered.
Sbnol' (1965, 1967) showed in a series of investigations that
vibrational processes with infrared to audio frequencies take place
in solutions of actomyosin, actih, and rilyosin. These are presumably conformationa l vibrations of protein: molecules, consisting in
the formation of folds, twisting, or compression of the polypeptide
chains. The concomitant changes in the hydrophilic-h ydrophobic
properttes of the surface of protein moleclilas cause a corresponding reorganization of the structure of water. ,;Hydrophilic - hydrophobic waves" are propagated in the water and synchronize the vibrations in the macrovolume of the protein.
Conformation al vibrations of protein molecules lead to the
displacement of the electric charges on their surface and, hence,
Em Fs of particular frequencies can interac.t with these vibrations.
this mechanism might underlie the above-describ ed resonanc.e
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effects due to the action of audio-frequency EmFs on catalase solutions,
In another investigation Chernavskii et al. (1967) examined
the much higher frequency vibrations of enzyme molecules due to
their elastic deformaUon. According to the authors' theoretical
estimate, the frequency of vibrations for molecules of the enzyme
lysozyme (the structure of which has been completely worked out)
is i' · 1010 to 5. 10 10 Hz.

..

·~ .

It is of interest that in the above-described experiments on
the effect of SHF fields on a solution of lysozyme and its substrate,
Vogel hut (1960) found a resonance effect (change in rate of enzymesubs.trate reaction) at' a frequency of 1010 Hz. It is to be hoped that
an examination of the elastic deformational vibrations of protein
· molecules might lead to an elucidation of the mechanisms and other
resonanc.e effects of ultrahigh-frequenc y EmFs on gamma globulins.

Another type of resonance absorption in the radio 7frequency
region of the spectrum, which the authors called ''piezoelectric re.,.
sonance," has been observed in some biopolymers (Tul 'skii et al.,
1965), In the 15 to 50MHz range he found a large number of
sonance li_nes 2 to· 200 kHz broad, the position and intensity of which
depended on the.temperature. Unlike the signals due to nuclear
quadrupole resonance the absorption lines are riot affected by a
constant magnetic field and are due to the electric component of the
·.. Em F. When the temperature of the specimen changes the frequency
of the lines varies in accordance with the law

re-

'.

(44).

where II is the freqUency of the absorption line; T is the temperature of:the specimen; and .1. is a constant characteristtc of the substance. This const~11,t has been measured for various substances,
including biological substances.
.

'

.
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.

The authors put forward the hypothesis that piezoelectric resonance is due to the interaction of an.elastic wave produced by the
Em F, with defects and inhomogeneities on the surface and in the
interior of the substance: E_lastic waves are produced in substances
which have at least small regions with piezoelectric properties.
In view of this the authors believe that if the effects observed in
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biopolymers are actually of a piezoelectric nature, then biological
structures must contain regions consisting, possibly, of many macromolecules w~th piezoelectric properties, Thus, here we. encounter the mechanism of action of EmF on macromolecular ensembles.
Water must play a significant role in tlie effect of EmFs .at the
molecular level (in vitro and in vivo). It has beensuggested (Klotz,
1962) that protein molecules in an aqueous solution make the water
molecules form a stable cystalline structure ...:.. crystal hydrates
(hydrotactoids). ire formed around_ the nonpolar groups of.the pro-·
tein molecules_. Denaturation of the protein molecules (by. hea:t
treatment, urea, etc.) is ptesumably due to. the destruction (melting)
of the hydrotactoids. There is also experimental evidence that
water is implicated in the formation of the specific structure typical
of the macromolecule, i.e., plays a significant role in stabilizatipn
of the str\lcture of protein molecules. The effect of EmFs on protein molecules may be largely due to their action on water mole- .
cules and microcrystals and, hence, on the ordering of the hydrate
shells of protefn. molecules, on crystal hydrates in these molecules,
and so on. It is known that the characteristic relaxatiop frequency
for free water:•molecules is in the SHF range, and fo~ ice is in the
audio-frequency range (it i$ assumed that liquid water has the same
hexagonal structure as ice).
.
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Thus, there are theoretical and experimental grounds for .
. approaching the mechanisms of the e(fects of EmFs at the molecular level by considering processes in a ·very wide range of structti.res ~ from macroscopic processes involving ensembles of molecules (as in conformational vibrations of protein molecules and in
piezoelectric resonance) to processes involving the orientation of
nuclear spins. However, as we have already stressed repeatedly,
between the molecule and the cell there is a hierarchy of structures
· of increasing complexity, and processes at the molecular level in
the cell and, even more so, in the organism, are different from
those occurring in experiments in vitro. All this must be considered
in any attempts to explain the mechanisms of the action of EmFs on
molecular processes in living organisms •
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SUMMAR Y
The experiment al data discussed in the second part indicated quite
clearly the extreme diversity of the biological effects of EmFs on .
diverse representat ives of the animal and plant kingdom and on all
biological systems - from macromole cules to the entire organism have been observed.
A very important feature of the biological effects is that they
are
often
produced
by fields of extremely low intensities. This na.
.
'
turally suggests that living organisms have systems which are particularly sensitive to EmFs and as yet have no analogs in engineering .
Such systems could have been formed in the course of evolution of
· life by the constant intt;lraction with environmen tal EmFs. A comparison of the experiment ally detertnined sensitivity of living or-.
ganisms to EmFs with intensities ofthe correspond ing natural.
E:m'Fs. shows that this is very probable. It should be borne in mind
that these are not nec·essarily the highest sensitivitie s inherent to
living organi.sms .. Data on these sensitivitie s have been obtained in
e~periment al ifo,:estigations with randomly selected E:mF pa:rame- . ters differing in general froin those to which organisms and their
·various syi:items have become "tuned" in the course of evolution.
'
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. Magrietic field

Electric field

.Lo_w~frequency
EmFs(l-lOkHz )
High-frequenc y
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Fig.
lritensities of natural Emfs (hatched rectangles) and minimum
threshold intensities of reaction of biological systems to Emfs of corresponding frequencies. 1) Increase in motor activity of birds; 2) conditioned reflexes in Hsh with. electric organs;· 3) conditioned reflexes in
fish without electric organs; 4) vascular conditioned reflex in man.
The figures ori the bottom line indicate the strength of the magnetic.
field ( Oe), electric Held, or Emf (W /m).
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With this stipulation we consider tl1e diagram in Fig. 71. This figure shows the intem;ity ranges of natural Em Fs in various frequency ranges and the minimum threshold intensiti~s at which reactions of biological systems to EmFs of particufar frequencies
have been experimentally discovered. As the diagram shows, biological systems are sensitive to EmFs which have an intensity
close to that of natural EmFs or even much weaker.
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Thus, the discussed experimental data on the biological ac...:
tion of EmF_s provide· indirect. corifirmation of the validity of the
hypothes1s, put forward in the introduction, of the important role
of EmFs in the evolution and vital activity· of organisms. In addition, abund_ant experimental evidence dir:ectly confirming such a
i:ole of environmental EmFs in life has .been amassed in recent
years. There is also indirect and direct evidence which gives sµfficient grounds for postulating that .EmFs play an important role ·
in information interconnections within living organisms themselv.es
and are implicated in the transfer of "bioinformation '' between organisms. This wUl be dealt with in the ne~t part of the book.
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